
User No.: 4

Date: 01.04.2017 Time: 12:20

Task Time Observations

1 12:21 Searched Enigmail via Google and installed it via Ubuntu software 
center

2 12:24 Do they have any requirements for the password?

12:25 So far easy to use

12:26 Where to save it? (revocation certificate)

3 12:28 Where are the keys saved?

12:28 He googles for documentation because he assumes it must be a 
typical task that‘s why it should be explained somewhere

12:28 Found the Enigmail Wiki

12:31 Key Management > copy public key and add to email

5 12:36 Googles about the enigmail keyserver > Enigmail Wiki

12:38 He can‘f find the button „keyserver“ > Ubuntu hides the top menu bar 
if you don‘t hoover over it and that is where the menu bar of the Key 
Manager window is hidden

12:40 Can‘t figure out what order they are using to sort the results

12:42 Good way to order it > if you don‘t know what name the other person 
uses

6 12:44 Googles again > Enigmail Wiki

12:45 Enigmail checks the email-address and encrypts itself > very 
convinient

12:46 Email is already decrypted

7 12:47 Very convinient > just has to press the buttons

12:48 Documentation is very well done for anybody

12:48 He actually thinking about installing it

12:51 He knows a bit about the Web of trust and that is why he is not 
confused about the term untrusted

12:52 Documentation of Enigmail about untrusted signature is good

9 12:55 Encrypted the email with his public key

12:57 Found the button „Download missing keys“

Interview 12:59 The button should be more visible

12:59 Maybe some tips that pop up at the start

12:59 They should recommend the Wiki > if you don‘t know anything about 
it the website is really good

13:00 Very convinient to use > just two buttons and the installing was easy 
too

13:00 Blends in the Thunderbird design very well

13:01 Thought it would be more complicated



13:03 Automatically attached public key:
- first: easier to spread Enigmail but some information would be 
needed
- second: don‘t want to get used to advertise Enigmai


